Abstract: Rice chromosome research was initiated around 1910 and has been progressing ever since. Twelve pairs of chromosomes (2n = 24) and a 440 Mb genome, the smallest genome among all main cereal crops, have been identified. According to the recent rice chromosome researches, all chromosomes were well identified over the disadvantages of small chromosome size and quantitative rice chromosomal maps have been developed using chromosome image analysis system (CHIAS). Moreover, agriculturally important genes have been detected using new direct DNA visualization methods with fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). This review describes the recent progress in molecular and digital cytogenetics using visualization from a historical perspective, highlighting the future prospects in rice chromosome science.
Introduction. Rice, Oryza sativa L., has 24 chromosomes (n = 12) and a genome size of 440 Mb at the haploid level. The International Rice Genome Sequencing Project 1) was initiated several years ago as a whole genome sequencing project, and the information being gathered is applied for the significant studies of other cereals such as wheat, corn and barley, because of the synteny among these genomes.
2) Rice chromosome studies have therefore entered a new era since the latter half of the last century. Especially, new techniques such as chromosome image analysis system (CHIAS) and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) were explored by many cytogeneticists in the 1980's and their application in plant genetics has contributed to produce an abundance of new information. This review describes the history of rice chromosome research mainly from the view point of rice genetics and breeding. History of rice chromosome research. Due to the importance of rice as a staple food for nearly half the world's population, cytological researches on rice chromosomes have a long history. The first accurate recording of rice chromosome number (2n = 2x = 24) was published in 1910 based on observations of microsporogenesis, megasporogenesis and mitosis, 3) and in 1929, these chromosomes were classified into three types, five large, four medium and three small by Rau.
4)
Further, Nandi 5) reported that rice chromosome size ranges from 0.7 to 2.8 µm at mitotic metaphase, while Yasui 6) reported a range of 2.0 to 5.0 µm for japonica after characterizing all 12 chromosomes using haploid plants by measuring the lengths of mitotic chromosomes. Hu 7) identified seven to eight pairs of different mitotic chromosomes depending on their features due to uneven condensation at the prometaphase stage. Moreover, Ishii and Mitsukuri 8) Depending on the information the orientation of the maps and allocation of genes to short and long arms were resolved.
24),28)-30)
These linkage maps were effectively used for the chromosomal identification of gene loci. In 1997, genetic linkage maps constructed on the basis of orthologous loci were compared in rice, sorghum, maize, wheat and oats, 2) revealing that gene content and order are highly conserved between different species within the grass family. Recently, physical maps and gene information have become important resources in molecular research, facilitating positional cloning of agriculturally important genes, 31),32) sequencing of genomic DNA, 33) , 34) analyses of chromosome and genome structures.
35),36)
Kurata and Omura 37) and Wu et al. 38) previously reported the karyotypes of japonica and indica rice, respectively. The chromosomes of a variety, 'Sekitori' were arranged in order of length and designated K1 to K12, 37) and the karyotypes were shown to consist of five metacentric, five submetacentric, and two subterocentric chromosome pairs. The chromosomes of indica variety 'IR36', were also studied and different karyotypes were assigned by Wu et al. 38) The satellite chromosomes were shown to be K10 and K8 in japonica and indica, respectively. 39) Fukui and Iijima 40) defined, for the first time, the condensation pattern (CP) caused by uneven condensation, which appears in specifically small plant chromosomes at prometaphase. The mitotic prometaphase chromosomes in a japonica strain, 'Nipponbare', was applied to CHIAS ver. 2 41) since the CP can be effectively used to identify individual chromosomes.
To avoid confusion using different systems, a new coordinated chromosome numbering system 42), 43) was proposed by the Rice Genetics Cooperative based on the length of pachytene chromosomes. 44) The correspondence of somatic and pachytene chromosome is further described in Fukui and Iijima 45) ; the chromosome numbers in this review are also based on the proposed numbering system mentioned in Khush and Kinoshita.
43)
Morphological characterization of rice chromosomes at mitosis. It is generally accepted that chromosome sizes vary among plant species in correlation with genome sizes. Until recently, our understanding of rice chromosomes (2n = 24, 440 Mb/haploid genome) 46) was recognized as being far behind that of other plant species, especially important cereals such as maize (2n = 10, 2700 Mb), 47) wheat (2n = 42, 17470 Mb) 48) and barley (2n = 14, 5400 Mb), 49) because of the extremely small size.
In species with large chromosomes such as wheat, barley, and Trillium, it is possible to use typical banding patterns that appear after C-and/or N-banding treatments for chromosomal identification. 48 ),49) However, in rice, it is difficult to distinguish individual chromosomes and centromere positions after pretreatments by colchicines, 8-hydroxyquinoline or cold temperature, because of the lack of banding pattern. Nevertheless, the distinct feature of rice chromosomes appears in uneven staining, that is a CP at mitotic prometaphase. These chromosome characteristics were analyzed using an imaging technique, providing important information that has significantly added to rice chromosome research. 50),51) Rice chromosomes at the prometaphase stage can be easily collected by simply omitting the pretreatments provided in conventional methods such as banding, and the resultant centromere positions, and the condensation patterns (CPs) have proven to be quantitatively useful in chromosome identification. 40),50) Fig. 1a shows rice chromosomes at mitotic prometaphase and the stable CP appears during this stage. Identification of rice chromosomes by image analysis. It was previously demonstrated that the morphological characteristics of rice chromosomes can be clearly produced by computer imaging, better than with other ordinary methods. 40) The representative steps of image analysis of rice chromosomes are explained in Table I and Fig. 2 . Original digitized images are initially enlarged and then a part of the chromosomal spreads (Fig. 2a ) is entered onto a computer. The images are then digitally enhanced and distortion is corrected (Fig. 2b ). Following this, chromosomal regions are digitally determined and the background field is eliminated (Fig. 2c) . The gray chromosome images are artificially pigmented using a look-up-table to enhance the contrast in CP visibly (Fig. 2d) . As a result, detailed chromosomal structures are clearly visible than gray level presentation by 0-255 but through differences in color.
Centromere positions in the enlarged image are manually determined and white lines are used to delimit the border between the long and short arms (Fig. 2e) as a centromeric region. A center (mid-rib) line is subsequently drawn on each chromatid (Fig. 2f) , and a density profile is then depicted below this. Twelve mitotic prometaphase chromosomes are arranged in the order of chromosome number. The density profile is defined as a CP, which is useful for constructing a quantitative map and for automatic identification of rice chromosomes. Quantitative chromosome map. Using 360 chromosomes from 30 spreads at prometaphase stage, rice chromosomes were identified both visually and statistically based on their stripe patterns of CPs. Overall, 92.2% were in agreement between visual and computational methods with regard to the twelve chromosome numbers. These results demonstrated the effectiveness of CPs in identifying chromosomes and defined them as a new image parameter together with the conventional parameters of total length and arm ratio.
Average density profiles (standard CPs) based on 30 CPs from each of the twelve rice chromosomes 40) were used for development of a quantitative idiogram (Fig. 3) . The original gray image of chromosome 11 stained with a Giemsa staining solution is indicated in the bottom of The images are digitally enhanced and distortion is corrected. c: Chromosomal regions are digitally determined and the background field is eliminated. d: Black and white chromosome images are artificially colored using a look-up-table. As a result, detailed chromosomal structures are clearly visible by differences in colors. e: Enlarged image of two chromosomes. Centromere positions are manually determined and white lines are used to delimit the border between the long and short arms. f: A center (mid-rib) line is manually drawn in each chromatid and a density profile is depicted under the line; the density profile expressed as a numbering of each arm represents a CP (condensation pattern) and is used for the development of an integrated chromosome map and automatic identification of chromosomes.
image of Fig. 3 shows a quantitative idiogram or quantitative map of the chromosome 11. 54) Fig. 4 shows quantitative rice chromosome maps or idiograms of all 12 rice chromosomes.
40),50)
Pachytene chromosome analysis. Shastry et al. 55) studied pachytene chromosomes and numbered them in descending order of chromosome length. In addition, Cheng et al. 56) developed an ideogram along the distribution of heterochromatin in the individual rice chromosomes based on the pattern of 4', 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) staining of japonica pachytene chromosomes. Pachytene chromosomes (Fig. 1b) at the meiotic stage are 10 times larger than those at the prometaphase during mitosis stage (Fig. 1a) . Moreover, a significantly higher proportion of heterochromatic regions is observed in meiotic pachytene compared with somatic chromosomes, especially at centromeric regions.
Kato et al. sequences would allow precise physical positioning of rice chromosomes.
58)-60)
As second benefit, densely located chromomeres serve as land markers for precise positioning of structurally specific regions, such as heterochromatic and euchromatic regions. Morphological characteristics of pachytene and prometaphase chromosomes will also serve as clues in rice chromosome identification and analysis of higher structures such as centromeres and telomeres. In so-called genetic linkage maps, two loci are measured by the degree of recombination frequency and expressed as a percentage or centi-Morgan, which is postulated on the basis that the recombinations occur homogeneously on all chromosomes. 
65)
Visual verification of the rice blast resistance gene. Fig. 6 shows the BAC clones used as probes in FISH experiments for evaluating the detection sensitivity of fluorescent signals on rice chromosomes. The DNA clones were visualized after FISH due to their fluorescence signal. 66) Rice blast is the most important fungal disease caused by Magnaporthe grisea (Hebert) Barr. The one of the leaf blast resistant genes Pib, was cloned into a BAC clone with a 180-kb insert of rice genomic DNA. Because the location of the genomic DNA on rice chromosomes is unknown, the FISH method was employed to physically determine the actual location of the BAC clone and thus the position of Pib. Fig. 6 shows the signals from the BAC clone at the distal end of the long arm of chromosome 2. 67) A haploid rice plant derived by an anther culture was used for chromosome preparations. Doublet signals are crucial for discriminating between genuine signals and noise. According to the rice chromosome map, the chromosomal location of the Pib gene was consequently addressed on 2q2.1 (Fig. 4) . Quantitative chromosome maps therefore contain important biological information for analysis of gene function and structure, and thus play an important role in rice genetics and breeding.
68)
Rice chromosomes in different genomes. The nuclear DNA content and genome size of Oryza species have been determined using different methods of microphotodensitometry 69),70) and flow cytometry. 71) Estimated genome sizes are shown to vary among Oryza species from 392 to 1142 Mb. Although there is a considerable variation among plural data, allotetraploid species (e.g. CCDD and BBCC) tend to have more nuclear DNA contents than diploid species. In addition, B and C genome species have more nuclear DNA than A and F species. It was previously noted that O. australiensis, which has an E genome, has the largest genome of all diploid species. The precise genome sizes of diploid species in the genus Oryza were therefore examined using the same flow cytometry with two internal controls of chicken red blood cells (CRBC) and O. sativa cv. Nipponbare cells, respectively, as shown in Table II . 46) An approximately 2.7-fold variation in nuclear DNA content ranging from 0.72 pg/2C in O. brachyantha to 1.96 pg/2C in O. australiensis was observed. According to genome size and DNA content among chromosomes of eight diploid rice species, O. australiensis chromosomes are much larger than those of all other diploid species and proximal regions show dense heterochromatic condensation. On the other hand, the chromosomes of O. brachyantha are the smallest and visible heterochromatic regions are quite limited. In statistical analyses, correlation coefficient between the total chromosome lengths and nuclear DNA contents was 0.939 and significant at the 0.1% level. Thus, chromosome length seems to be a good indicator of rice genome size in Oryza species.
Conclusions. Rice genome research has therefore entered a new era. New cytogenetic technology combined with computer and molecular approaches has enabled somatic and pachytene chromosome karyotyping, genome analysis, precise measurement of genomic regions among rice species using flow cytometry, gene mapping by FISH, and computer image analysis. It is anticipated that the results of such basic rice chromosome research will provide indispensable information for rice genetics and breeding in various fields of study. Thus, the development of rice chromosome map contributes to determine precise contents showing recombination and translocation on rice chromosomes.
By applying the new basic information obtained from conventional and molecular linkage mappings together with quantitative chromosome maps, many efficient and reliable rice researches are likely to be developed in the near future. 
